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QUESTION 1

A client is having issues with some query results: 

Many of the client\\'s industry terms have the same meaning, and users do not always search the exact wording Many
users search by typing in short phrases instead of exact keywords, ex://";cats and dogs" 

What index analyzers should the AEM developer recommend? 

A. 1. Add a Mapping filter to the current indexes 

2. Add a Stop filter to the current indexes 

B. 1. Tokenize the current indexes with a Keyword tokenizer 

2. Add a Mapping filter to the current indexes 

C. 1. Add a Synonym filter to the current indexes 

2. Add a Stop filter to the current indexes 

D. 1. Add a Synonym filter to the current indexes 

2. Add a LowerCase filter to the current indexes 

Correct Answer: D 

A Synonym filter can help to map different terms that have the same meaning, such as "cat" and "feline". A LowerCase
filter can help to normalize the case of the terms, so that "cats and dogs" and "Cats and Dogs" are treated the same.
Reference: 1 Lucene Analyzers section 

 

QUESTION 2

An AEM Developer needs to migrate to AEM as a Cloud Service from AEM version 6.4. The AEM Developer is not able
to run the Best Practice Analyzer. 

What is preventing the Best Practice Analyzer from running? 

A. The AEM Developer is not an admin or does not have administrator rights. 

B. Best Practice Analyzer is not supported on AEM version 6.4. 

C. Best Practice Analyzer should run on Publisher instead of Author instance. 

Correct Answer: B 

The Best Practice Analyzer is a tool that scans an existing AEM code base and identifies patterns that are incompatible
with AEM as a Cloud Service or newer versions of AEM on- premise. The Best Practice Analyzer is not supported on 

AEM version 6.4 or earlier versions. The Best Practice Analyzer requires AEM version 6.5 or later to run. 

References: https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/experience-manager-cloud- service/moving/cloud-migration/best-
practice-analyzer.html?lang=en https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/experience-manager-cloud- service/moving/ 
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cloud-migration/best-practice-analyzer/bpa-prerequisites.html?lang=en 

 

QUESTION 3

SPA components are connected to AEM components via the MapTo() method. 

Which code should be used to correctly connect an SPA component called ItemList to its AEM equivalent? 

A. (‘project/components/content/itemList’).MapTo(ItemList,ItemListEditConfig); 

B. MapTo(‘project/components/content/itemList’)(ItemList,ItemListEditConfig); 

C. ItemList.MapTo(‘project/components/content/itemList’); 

D. MapTo(ItemList)(‘project/components/content/itemList’,ItemListEditConfig); 

Correct Answer: B 

https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/experience-manager-learn/getting-started-with-aem-headless/spa-
editor/react/map-components.html?lang=en 

 

QUESTION 4

A development team is starting a new AEM project that is going to integrate with the Adobe Commerce platform. The
developer needs to create a new AEM project using the Maven command line interface. 

How can the \\'mvn -B archetype:generate\\' command help the developer with the integration between AEM and Adobe
Commerce? 

A. Using the property \\'commerceModule=AdobeCommerce\\' can provide a path to an external jar that integrates
between the platforms. 

B. Using the property ,aemVersion=cloudl automatically provides a report with integration guidelines. 

C. Using the property \\'includeCommerce=y\\'1 the command will generate specific Commerce Core Components. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: The includeCommerce property is a boolean flag that indicates whether to include Commerce Core
Components in the project or not. If set to y, the command will generate a commerce module that contains specific
Commerce Core Components and their dependencies. These components can be used to integrate AEM with Adobe
Commerce platform or other commerce solutions. References: https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/experience-
manager-core- components/using/developing/archetype/using.html?lang=en#propertieshttps://experiencel
eague.adobe.com/docs/experience-manager-corecomponents/using/components/commerce.html?lang=en 

 

QUESTION 5

An AEM application has a Header and Footer authored on every page. 

The customer asks for the following: 
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1.

 A centralized Header and Footer 

2.

 The ability to create a variation for both the Header and Footer 

3.

 Change the Header and Footer for specific time periods 

4.

 The ability to restore a previous version for both the Header and Footer 

What should the developer use to meet the requirements? 

A. Custom component 

B. Content fragment 

C. Static template 

D. Experience fragment 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: An experience fragment is a group of one or more components including content and layout that can be
referenced within pages. Experience fragments allow authors to create variations for different channels and modify them
for specific time periods. Experience fragments also support versioning and restoring previous versions.
References:https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/experience-manager- 65/authoring/authoring/experience-
fragments.html?lang=en 
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